New Era Electronics achieves ISO/TS‐16949 automotive quality standard certification
for manufacturing facilities in Taiwan and China
Phoenix, Arizona: January 14, 2009. New Era Electronics, Ltd. (NEE), a leader in cost effective
volume production of microwave printed circuit boards, has recently achieved ISO/TS‐16949
certification for its fabrication facility in Taoyuan, Taiwan, joining its sister facility in Guangzhou,
China, which had already received this certification. Certification to this standard is a
requirement to participate in high‐volume automotive electronics production for many
companies in the world.
“NEE has made the commitment as a company to succeed in the challenging quality and cost
environment of the automotive marketplace”, said Jack Daniels, President of NEE International.
“We have existing customers in that market utilizing our facility in China and see additional
opportunities in the automotive wireless market that can now be supported from our main
plant in Taiwan.”

“As the automotive market embraces wireless technology for new capabilities such as
lane change assist, collision avoidance, adaptive cruise control and advanced
communication capabilities, we intend to establish NEE as the leader in production of
the advanced printed circuit boards needed as they become a part of many more
models than in the past”, added Kevin Walker, Vice President of Sales and Marketing for
NEE International. “It’s a natural fit to our existing business in the wireless infrastructure
market and leverages many of the key strengths we already have as a company.”
For further information regarding NEE International, LLC, New Era Electronics, Ltd., please
contact us at +1.602.910.4650 or send an email to info@NEEinternational.com.

New Era Electronics, Ltd. (NEE) is a global producer of RF and microwave printed circuit boards and
assemblies in support of high‐volume, high‐frequency applications. Headquartered in Taoyuan, Taiwan,
NEE has an additional facility in Guangzhou, China.
New Era Electronics International, LLC (NEE International) is the US based sales, marketing and technical
support group serving NEE customers in North America, Europe and other key locations. NEE
International has offices in Phoenix, AZ and Boston, MA.

